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1 Introduction  

This document describes the first version of the upgraded kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) model 

which has been modified to be used for SONAR project. The objective of developing this kMC 

model is to simulate the electrochemical phenomenon inside the electrochemical double layer 

(EDL) region of a methyl viologen (/8)/4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl (v F*1 F
6'/21) redox flow battery (RFB) system.  

Kinetic Monte Carlo is a popular computational tool that solves complex systems with random 

numbers [1][2]. During the past few decades, it has been well applied to computational chemistry 

and material science due to its outstanding efficiency and simple versatility [3][4][5]. In this study, 

the algorithm that we used is the so-called Variable Step Size Method (VSSM) which is one of the 

most popular kMC algorithms. The process of a VSSM algorithm is listed as follows (Figure 1):  

1) Define an initial state of the system with related conditions;  

2) Search for all the possible event E for the current state, and calculate the rate GÜ of each 

event;  

3) Generate the first random number é5 Ð :rás; to choose and execute a possible event F 

according to Eq.1; 

Í GÜ OÝ?5

Ü@5

ÍGÜ
Ü

é5 QÍ GÜ

Ý

Ü@5

k1o 

4) Generate the second random number é6 Ð :rás;, and update the simulation clock by 

adding a time step ¿� (Eq. 2) 

¿� L F é6

ÃGÜ
k2o 

5) Check if the system meets the cut-off condition or not. If not, restart from step 2). If so, 

stop the simulation.   

The model of Task 3.1 is originated from the previous work of a kMC model developed by our 

team [6], which simulates the semi-solid redox flow battery systems. This model considers the 

volume expansion of silicon particles during the discharging process and the dynamic electronic 

percolation networks induced by a suspension of carbon particles. The various particle diffusion 

rates are also considered by calculating the slurry's viscosity dynamically.  
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2.3 Boundary conditions 

During operation, both the anolyte and the catholyte are stocked separately in external 

reservoirs and pumped through the cell stack to react. The electrolyte flow is assumed to be 

constant, and the back-flow is assumed to be negligible. While the electrolyte flowing through the 

reactor, the oxidation of /8> takes place in anolyte. %H? transfer across the membrane to balance 

the charge.  

In this work, we have aimed to simulate the galvanostatic discharging process of a low 

concentration electrolyte system where the initial concentration of /8> is set at 0.2 M. The initial 

concentration range can be expanded to 1.5 M with future modelling development, which is the 

typical concentration used in large scale Redox Flow Batteries [8].   

The simulation lattice in our model represents only the EDL region with periodic boundary 

conditions. While discharging, the material balance and the charge balance inside the simulation 

grid are expressed respectively by Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 

��y�Û6

��
L �F��y�6

��
:3; 

�y�Û6 L Û�y�Û6 E �y�6 F �o�7 k4o 
where ?ÆÏ6  is the concentration of /8> , ?ÆÏ.6  is the concentration of /86>and ?¼ß7  is the 

concentration of %H? . Outside the simulation box is the bulk of electrolyte where the charge 

neutrality is kept during the whole discharging process. 

2.4 Basic events and rates calculation 

2.4.1 Diffusion event and diffusion rate   

As we assume the EDL region is inside the boundary layer, the convection due to the supply 

flow is neglected, and the main molecular displacement considered in this work is diffusion. 

Diffusion is generated only by translation with a step size equalling to the mesh size, and no 

overlapping in the grid is tolerated. All the considered species are assumed to be mobile except 

>/8?4 due to its insolubility.  

The diffusion rate -×ÜÙÙ is measured by Eq. 5 and the diffusion coefficient &×ÜÙÙ is expressed 

by the Stokes-Einstein equation as presented in Eq. 6, where G» is the Boltzmann constant, 6 is 

WKH� V\VWHP¶V� DEVROXWH� WHPSHUDWXUH�� ä  is the dynamic viscosity of the negolyte, N  is the 
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hydrodynamic radius of the considered species E and # is the cross-sectional surface area of the 

considered species [3][4]  

-×ÜÙÙ L &×ÜÙÙ

#
k5o 

&×ÜÙÙ L G»6

xèäNÜ
k6o 

The Stokes-Einstein equation takes the dynamic viscosity of the electrolyte and the 

PROHFXOH¶V�size into consideration. By substituting the corresponding values of /8> and /86>, 

we obtained the calculated diffusion coefficient around t� H �sr?:�?I6�O which is similar to the 

value extracted from experimentations for low concentration methyl viologen electrolyte [10]. 

2.4.2 Dimerization events 

According to Hu et al. [11], the capacity loss of the methyl viologen based negolyte is mainly 

caused by the polymerizations. A general formation of dimers and some trimers and quadrimers 

formation have been observed for a low concentration anolyte (0.1 M). For a high concentration 

case, 1M or higher, it is reasonable to expect a formation of n-mers [12].  

This phenomenon is also included in our model to study further the degradation of the target 

ORFB system. In this work, we focus only on the dominant degradation effect of lower 

concentration case, the dimerization. It is believed that a disproportionation reaction often follows 

the formation of dimers and generates a /86> and a >/8?4. The later one is insoluble and will 

precipitate out [12]. 

In our model, the dimerization event is generated when two /8> locate in neighbouring grid 

units. The produced dimers are assumed to decompose immediately and end into a /86> and a 

>/8?4. The dimerization kinetics is described by a constant - (Eq. 7) extracted from the previous 

work of Liu et al. [10]. They explored a full-cell cycling test using 4-HO-TEMPO as catholyte. The 

cycling condition was 0.5 M /8> and 0.5 M 4-HO-TEMPO with 1.5 M NaCl as supporting salt. 

The input current density was 60 mA/cm2. Their work pointed out that the capacity retention rate 

of a full-cell system is overall 99% per cycle which will be lower when increasing the electrolyte 

concentration.  

-×ÜàØåæ L -á��������EB�PSK�/8>�=NA�JATP�PK�A=?D�KPDAN

-×ÜàØåæ L rá����������������������������������������������KPDAN�OEPQ=PEKJO
k7o 
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2.4.3 Electrochemical reaction - discharging events 

The objective of this work is to study the electrochemical kinetics of the methyl viologen 

system. Our target electrochemical reaction is the oxidation of /8>. This discharging event only 

takes place inside the electronic tunnelling distance, which is considered to be the same value as 

the thickness of the compact layer. 

The discharging kinetics is described by the Eyring¶V�H[SUHVVLRQ�IURP�WKH�Transition-State-

Theory. Previous work by our group [8][9] pointed out the term '� in the equation needed to be 

corrected by adding the B:ê; term which is a function of the electrode surface charge density ê. 

The calculation of B:ê;  is explained in details in the next section of the report. '�  is the 

reorganization energy of the electron transfer process from the 0DUFXV¶� WKHRU\ which can be 

obtained through Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations. The reorganization energy 

captures the free energy barrier of the electron transfer in the electrolyte.   

After the correction, the reaction rate is expressed as Eq. 8:  

-×Üæ L â4
G»6

D
��� FF'� Ø B:ê;

46
G k8o 

where â4  stands for the vibrational frequency of the transition state. D  and 4  are the Planck 

constant and the ideal gas constant. F'� Ø B:ê; is noted as the effective reorganization energy 

(the sign depends on whether the occurring reaction is oxidation or reduction).  

3 EDL model and the impact on kMC kinetics 

Similarly to the classical Gouy-Chapman-Stern theory [15], our EDL model consists of a 

compact layer fulfilled by solvent molecules and ions (adsorbed or not)  and a diffuse layer where 

the concentration of the oppositely charged ions decreases along with the distance from the 

surface. The geometry structure of the EDL is shown in Figure 3.  

The length of the EDL region is measured as the Debye length ã½ and is calculated by the 

following equation:  

ã½ L ¨ Ý4Ý½ÅG»6

Ã ?4
Ü :VÜA;6Ü

k9o 
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only consider the adsorbed water dipoles, while more related absorbable species will be included 

in the future work when DFT calculations in this respect will be performed in WP 2. 

The charge density on the electrode surface ê is expressed through the input current density 

,Üáã and the Faradaic current density ,¿Ôå as shown in Eq. 11:  

,Üáã F ,¿Ôå L �Fòê
òP

k11o 
The Faradaic current density ,¿Ôå is generated by the oxidation reaction on the electrode 

surface and calculated through Eq. 12 where ¿3  is the total charge transferred by all the 

electrochemical reaction events.�5 is the electrode surface, and ¿P is the total simulation time. 

,¿Ôå L ¿3

5¿P
:st; 

The value of charge density on the electrode surface ê impacts both potential drops,  ß5 

and  ß6, which then affects the discharging kinetics. The first potential drop  ß5 is expressed 

through Eq. 13 where Ý¼Å is the relative electric permittivity of the compact layer:  

 ß5 L ê@

Ý4Ý¼Å
:su; 

The adsorbed water dipole charge density �:ê; is related to a layer of punctual water dipoles. 

The dipolar surface density � depends on the number of water dipoles per unit area and their 

orientations (Eq. 14): 

Á L L:J,& F J6,; :sv; 
To simplify the simulations, we divided all the adsorbed water dipoles into two categories, 

those pointing towards the electrode and those pointing towards the electrolyte. In Eq. 14, �J,& and 

J6, refer to the number of water dipoles per unit area of these two categories respectively. L is the 

dipolar moment of a water molecule. 

      We denote JàÔë as the maximum number of available sites per unit area which leads us to 

the following relation 
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J,& E J6, E �JÙåØØ L JàÔë :sw; 
where JàÔë L � 5

×Ø
. , @à is the thickness of a water molecule, and JÙåØØ is the number of free sites 

per unit area.  

By applying the law of mass action and considering the adsorbed water dipoles orientations, 

the surface adsorption equilibrium reactions are expressed in Eq. 16 and Eq. 17 with their 

corresponding activation energy ¿)&Á.È and ¿)6Á.È 

J,& L #Á.ÈJÙåØØ ���mF¿)&Á.È46
q :sx; 

J6, L #Á.ÈJÙåØØ ���mF¿)6Á.È46
q :sy; 

where #Á.È is the water surface fraction on the electrode surface (dimensionless).  

Following the previous theory of our group [16], the activation energy term can be separated 

into three distinct terms: 

¿)Á.È L ¿)Á.È
ÖÛØà E ¿)Á.ÈØßØÖ E ¿)Á.ÈÜáçØå :sz; 

where ¿)Á.È
ÖÛØà is the chemical adsorption energy assumed to be constant and independent of the 

dipolar orientation (Eq. 19). ¿)Á.È
ØßØÖ is the electrostatic energy related to the work of electrical field 

to carry a dipole from infinite distance to the electrode surface. ¿)Á.È
ÜáçØå is the interpolar interaction 

energy. The latter two terms are odd functions of the adsorption directions as expressed in Eq. 20 

and Eq. 21. 

¿)&Á.È
ÖÛØà L ¿)6Á.ÈÖÛØà L ¿)Á.È

ÖÛØà :s{; 
¿)&Á.È

ØßØÖ L F¿)6Á.ÈØßØÖ :tr; 
¿)&Á.È

ÜáçØå L F¿)6Á.ÈÜáçØå :ts; 
Therefore, based RQ�WKH�DGVRUEHG�GLSROH¶V�RULHQWDWLRQ��we have the activation energy of both 

adsorption reactions (Eq. 22 and Eq. 23): 
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¿)&Á.È L ¿)&Á.È
ÖÛØà E ¿)&Á.ÈØßØÖ E ¿)&Á.ÈÜáçØå :tt; 

¿)6Á.È L ¿)&Á.È
ÖÛØà F ¿)&Á.ÈØßØÖ F ¿)&Á.ÈÜáçØå :tu; 

According to the previous work of our group [13], the electrostatic energy and the interaction 

energy can be calculated through Eq. 24 and Eq. 25: 

¿)&Á.È
ØßØÖ L 0ºLê

Ý4Ý¼Å
:tv; 

¿)&Á.È
ÜáçØå L æ>u?0ºL6

tèÝ4Ý½Å@à
:J,& F J6,; :tw; 

where 0º  is the Avogadro constant. æ>u? is Riemann Zeta-function which equals to 1.202. To 

simplify the notation, we combine ¿)&Á.È
ØßØÖ and ¿)&Á.È

ÜáçØå and denote :Ü as: 

:Á.È L ¿)&Á.È
ØßØÖ E ¿)&Á.ÈÜáçØå

46
:tx; 

After the combination of Eq. 16 - Eq.18, Eq. 22 - Eq. 25, we have the expression of  :Á.È, 

which is a transcendental equation as follows:   

:Á.È L >ê E = ® ? ® ����kF:Á.Èo
@à

6:sE = ® ����k:Á.Èo;  

SEPD�= L t#Á.È ���mF¿)&Á.ÈÖÛØà

46
q á > L L

G»6Ý4Ý¼Å
á ? L æ>u?L6

tèG»6Ý4Ý½Å@à
:ty; 

Eq. 14 then becomes  

�:P; L = ® L ® ����kF:Á.Èo
@à

6ksE = ® ����k:Á.Èoo :tz; 

Therefore,  ß6 is calculated through  

 ß6 L �:ê;
Ý4Ý½Å

:t{; 
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as shown in Figure 4, such that the particle centres in the original grid always lie on top of the grid 

points used for solving Eq. 31. We approximate the /8> , /86>  and /8?  as point charges, 

therefore the charge density is defined as 

é:�; L �Í AVÜÜ:� F ��;
Ç

Ü@5

:ut; 

where Ü is the Dirac delta function.  

 The boundary conditions employed for solving the Poisson equation in a simulation box with 

dimensions .ë á.ìá.í, are the following: 

1) Dirichlet boundary conditions: öÜÝ4 L r , simulating the reference potential at the bulk 

electrolyte; 

2) Neumann boundary conditions:  
òö

òV
W Z

ÜÝÅå

L �ê Ý4Ý½ÅW .  

3) Periodic boundary conditions at E L �F L r, E L �.ë, and F L �.ì 

 The discretization of Eq. 31 leads to a system of linear equations 

# ® T L > :uu; 
where # is the coefficient matrix containing the linear relationship between the electric potential 

and the charge density, � is a flattened vector containing the values of the electric potential at grid 

points Eá Fá�and G , and � contains the information about the charge density and the boundary 

conditions. Direct solution by inversion of matrix m is possible; however, it is important to realize 

that, by construction, matrix m is sparse. We can then take full advantage of the SciPy [17] sparse 

solvers for an almost tenfold performance boost, which is critical, given that Eq. 33 is going to be 

solved once per kMC iteration, and it is therefore important to avoid big bottlenecks.  

 By calculating the gradient of the electrical potential ö inside the diffuse layer, we obtain the 

electrical field distribution at each grid nodes of the diffuse layer 

q:�á�á�; L F¸�:ÜáÝáÞ; :uv; 
 The electrical field generated by the EDL structure influences the displacement of the 

concerned particles by migration. To include this mechanism, we describe the migration and the 

diffusion together by considering the initial diffusion rate as the hopping rate and adding the 
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Arrhenius type expression of the electrical field jumping frequency impact which is shown in Eq. 

35 [18]:  

-Ûâã L -×ÜÙÙ ATL lGVAN':ëáìáí;
G»6

p :uw; 

   The numerator of the exponential term is the needed electrical field work to generate the hopping 

event. The value of the electrical field ':ëáìáí;  in Eq. 35 corresponds to the position of each 

displaceable particle position on the simulation grid. 7KH�µG¶�VLJQ�GHSHQGV�RQ�WKH�FKDUJH�FDUULHG�
by the concerned particle, the hopping direction and the electrical field direction. For example, 

when considering a hopping event along the electrical field direction of a positively charged 

particle, the electrical field assists the hopping event and increases the hopping rate. While an 

opposite hopping direction is unfavourable by the electrical field and the hopping rate will 

decreased.  

4 Result and discussion 

 In this work, we simulate the anolyte system under galvanostatic conditions. The initial 

concentration of the /8> electrolyte was set at 0.2 M, with a 100% state of charge. We assume 

the reference electrode is NHE. The results are shown below. Figure 5 (a) and (b) are respectively, 

the concentration and the potential evolution during the discharging process.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. (a) Calculated concentration evolution during a galvanostatic process; (b) Calculated potential 

evolution during a galvanostatic discharging process. 
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 We intend to upscale the simulation to provide effective electrochemical quantities as lumped 

factors to the continuum models developed in WP 4. The first lumped factor is the equivalent 

capacitance of the EDL region %Øä which is calculated through  

,Üáã F ,¿Ôå L %Øä F@:ß E öÅ;
@P

G :ux; 

  

Figure 7. Faradaic current density evolution Figure 8. Equivalent capacitance evolution 

 Figure 7 and Figure 8 are respectively, the calculated evolution of the Faradaic current 

density and the equivalent capacitance. At the beginning stage, due to the tiny time step caused 

by the initial condition, the absolute values of ,¿Ôå and %Øä are significant, which stabilize along the 

simulation process.   

 In order to reach the steady state of the system, the simulation needs a massive number of 

iterations which makes the computational cost very expensive. Moreover, reaction rates decrease 

significantly during the discharging process. As a consequence, the reaction event is rarely 

chosen, and the hopping events waste much computational capacity, which limits the simulation 

condition to low concentration anolyte systems.  

 In order to solve this problem, we have analysed several available approaches. The simplest 

ones are either decreasing the hopping rates manually to reduce the difference between the 

hopping rates and the reaction rates or deleting the hopping event completely. The former 

approach needs a lot of parameter testing, and the system will lose a part of its dynamics. For the 

latter approach, if we remove the hopping event, the discharge event can no longer occur after all 

the /8> inside the compact layer are discharged. Mason et al. suggested another approach which 
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eliminates all the repeating hopping events to make the displacement more effective. However, 

this approach is highly demanding in computational resources as well [19].  

 Recently, Cao et al. reported a fast species redistribution approach to accelerate the kMC 

simulations [20]. Their algorithm separates all the concerned particles into two categories: fast 

species which have possible fast events and slow species which only have slow events. The 

redistribution process is then executed as a particular operation and ensures the reasonable 

redistributed configuration. By implementing this particular method in the kMC algorithm, their 

simulation reaches longer timescales: in the immediate future, we plan to adapt this approach to 

our case.  

5 Conclusions and perspectives 

 To conclude, this report presents our new molecular scale resolved kMC model, which aims 

to simulate the galvanostatic discharging process of a methyl viologen negative electrode system. 

This model intends to bridge the gap between the DFT calculations of WP 2 and the continuum 

model of WP 4.  

 In order to investigate the interplaying between the EDL structure and the electrochemical 

reactions, the model combines the VSSM algorithm with a non-equilibrium electrolyte/electrode 

interface EDL model reported earlier by our team [13]. The VSSM algorithm tackles the interfacial 

electrochemical kinetics while the EDL model simulates the electrostatic impact on discharging 

behaviour. The simulation captures the strong impact of the EDL on the ionic transport and 

electrochemical kinetics. The results of the voltage and concentration evolution demonstrate that 

the responses of the model to the input current density correspond to our expectations while 

further parameter adjustments favour the accuracy of the results. 

 On the other hand, our model encounters the general problem of kMC algorithms where the 

computational capacity is wasted mainly on uninteresting particle displacement events. There are 

many approaches available to solve this problem. The most promising approach is the fast species 

redistribution method which was recently published by Cao et al. [20]. For the further development 

of the kMC model, we intend to implement the fast species redistribution approach to save the 

computational cost and accomplish more target functions, such as charging process, cyclic 

voltammetry simulations, catholyte system simulation.  
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